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A NOTE ON CERTAIN CLASSES OF MULTIVARIABLE
q-SERIES TRANSFORMATIONS
SUNIL DUTT PUROHIT - RAJENDRA KUMAR YADAV
The present note envisage to derive some new classes of multiple q-
series transformations and reduction formulae. Special cases in terms of
the known and new results are also derived.
1. Introduction
In many areas of pure as well as applied mathematics, various types of spe-
cial functions (including the q-extensions) have become essential tools for the
scientists and engineers. Transformation, generating and reduction (or summa-
tion) formulae involving these functions of one and more variables have a wide
range of applications to various fields of mathematical, physical and engineer-
ing sciences. This has led various workers in the field of q-theory for exploring
the possible q-extensions to all the important results involving various ordinary
special functions. With this objective in mind, we derive some new classes of
transformation formulae in terms of certain general multiple q-series. These re-
sults have found applications to a substantially more general classes of q-special
functions and orthogonal q-polynomials, which is illustrated in the concluding
section.
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The q-shifted factorial is defined for q ∈ R, α ∈ C as a product of n factors, by
(α ;q)n =
{
1 ; n = 0
(1−α)(1−αq) . . .(1−αqn−1) ; n ∈ N (1.1)
in terms of the basic analogue of the gamma function, we have
(qα ;q)n =
Γq(α+n)
Γq(α)
(1−q)n, 0 < q < 1, n ∈ N , (1.2)
where the q-gamma function is defined by [2, p. 16, eqn. (1.10.1)].
If |q| < 1, the definition (1.1) remains meaningful for n = ∞ as a convergent
infinite product:
(α ;q)∞ =
∞
∏
j=0
(1−α q j) . (1.3)
The generalized basic hypergeometric series (cf. Gasper and Rahman [2]) is
given by
rΦs
 a1, . . . ,ar; q,x
b1, . . . ,bs;
= ∞∑
n=0
(a1, . . . ,ar;q)n
(q,b1, . . . ,bs;q)n
xn
{
(−1)nqn(n−1)/2
}(1+s−r)
(1.4)
where r and s are positive integers, q 6= 0 when r > s+ 1, the numerator pa-
rameters a1, . . . ,ar, and the denominator parameters b1, . . . ,bs being complex
quantities provided that
b j 6= q−m,m = 0,1, . . . ; j = 1,2, . . . ,s.
If 0 < |q| < 1, the series (1.4) converges absolutely for all x if r ≤ s and for
|x| < 1 if r = s+ 1. This series also converges absolutely if |q| > 1 and |x| <
|b1b2 · · ·bs|/|a1a2 · · ·ar|.
The abnormal type of generalized basic hypergeometric series rΦs(.) (cf. Agar-
wal and Verma [1]), is defined by
rΦs
[
a1, . . . ,ar ;q,x
b1, . . . ,bs ;qλ
]
=
∞
∑
n=0
(a1, . . . ,ar;q)n
(q,b1, . . . ,bs;q)n
qλn(n+1)/2 xn (1.5)
where λ > 0 and 0 < |q|< 1.
As the q-analogue of Kampe´ de Fe´riet function, Jain [3] defined the generalized
bivariate basic hypergeometric function as:
ΦA:B
′;B′′
C:D′;D′′
[
(a) : (b′);(b′′) ;q,x,y
(c) : (d′);(d′′) ; i, j,k
]
=
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∞
∑
m,n=0
A
∏
t=1
(at ;q)m+n
B′
∏
t=1
(b′t ;q)m
B′′
∏
t=1
(b′′t ;q)n
C
∏
t=1
(ct ;q)m+n
D′
∏
t=1
(d′t ;q)m
D′′
∏
t=1
(d′′t ;q)n
× x
mynqim(m−1)/2+ jn(n−1)/2+kmn
(q;q)m(q;q)n
,
(1.6)
where |x|< 1, |y|< 1, 0 < |q|< 1, i, j,k are integers and (a) denotes a sequence
of A parameters a1,a2, . . . ,aA.
2. Main Results
For non-negative integers m j and n j we define
Ai(mi,ni) =
[mi/ni]
∑
ki=0
(q−mi ;q)niki Bi(mi,ki,q) (i ∈ {1, . . . ,r}), (2.1)
where [x] denotes the greatest integer in x, and Bi(mi,ki,q) are bounded se-
quences of real (or complex) parameters, mi, ki ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, . . . ,r} .
Theorem 2.1. In correspondence to the bounded sequence Bi(mi,ki,q), let
Ai(mi,ni) be defined by (2.1), ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,r} where mi; ni are non-negative in-
tegers. Then
∞
∑
m1,...,mr=0
∆(m1, . . . ,mr)
r
∏
i=1
{
Ai(mi,ni)
xmii
(q;q)mi
}
=
∞
∑
m1,k1,...,mr,kr=0
∆(m1+n1k1, . . . ,mr +nrkr)
r
∏
i=1
{
(−1)niki q−niki(niki+1)/2−minikiBi(mi+niki,ki,q) x
mi+niki
i
(q;q)mi
}
, (2.2)
where ∆(m1, . . . ,mr) is a single-valued, bounded multiple sequence of real (or
complex) parameters such that each of the series involved is absolutely conver-
gent.
Proof. To prove the theorem, we denote the multiple-series in the left-hand side
by I and thus
I =
∞
∑
m1,...,mr=0
∆(m1, . . . ,mr)
r
∏
i=1
{
Ai(mi,ni)
xmii
(q;q)mi
}
. (2.3)
On using (2.1) and the elementary q-identity [2, p. 233, I. 12], namely
(q−m;q)k =
(q;q)m
(q;q)m−k
(−1)k qk(k−1)/2−mk, (2.4)
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the equation (2.3) yields to
I =
∞
∑
m1,...,mr=0
∆(m1, . . . ,mr)
r
∏
i=1
{
[mi/ni]
∑
ki=0
(−1)niki qniki(niki−1)/2−miniki Bi(mi,ki,q) x
mi
i
(q;q)mi−niki
}
. (2.5)
On interchanging the order of summations, and making an appeal to the series
arrangement property [6, p. 101, Lemma 3, eqn. (6)], namely
∞
∑
n=0
[n/m]
∑
k=0
B(k,n) =
∞
∑
n=0
∞
∑
k=0
B(k,n+ km), (2.6)
we are lead to the right-hand side of the result (2.2) after some simplifications.
Now, we consider another variation of the above theorem. Let us put the
sequence
∆(m1, . . . ,mr) =Ω(m1, . . . ,mr)
r
∏
i=1
(q;q)mi , (2.7)
and
Bi(mi,ki,q) =
Ci(ki;q)
(q;q)mi
, (2.8)
so that from equation (2.1), we write
A∗i (mi,ni) =
[mi/ni]
∑
ki=0
(q−mi ;q)niki
Ci(ki;q)
(q;q)mi
(i ∈ {1, . . . ,r}), (2.9)
then the Theorem yields the following result:
Corollary 2.2. For non-negative integers mi; ni (i = 1, . . . ,r) there exists the
following multiple-series identity:
∞
∑
m1,...,mr=0
Ω(m1, . . . ,mr)
r
∏
i=1
{A∗i (mi,ni) xmii }
=
∞
∑
m1,k1,...,mr,kr=0
Ω(m1+n1k1, . . . ,mr +nrkr)
r
∏
i=1
{
(−1)niki q−niki(niki+1)/2−minikiCi(ki,q) x
mi+niki
i
(q;q)mi
}
, (2.10)
where A∗i (mi,ni) is defined by (2.9) and Ω(m1, . . . ,mr) is a single-valued, boun-
ded multiple sequence of real (or complex) parameters such that each of the
series is absolutely convergent.
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3. Applications of the main results
It is interesting to observe that in view of the following limiting cases:
lim
q→1−
Γq(a) = Γ(a) and lim
q→1−
(qa;q)n
(1−q)n = (a)n , (3.1)
where
(a)n = a(a+1) · · ·(a+n−1), (3.2)
the main theorem and corollary provide, respectively, the q-extensions of the
known results due to Raina and Ladha [4, pp.519-520, Theorem 1 and 2].
By suitably specializing the arbitrary sequences in accordance with the in-
volvement of various summation theorems relating to the basic hypergeometric
functions, our main results can be applied to derive certain interesting transfor-
mation and reduction (or summation) formulae for the generalized basic hper-
geometric functions of one and more variables. To illustrate this, we deduce
certain transformation formulae from our main result (2.2).
(i) We put ni = 1 and
Bi(mi,ki,q) =
zki
(q;q)ki
, |z|< 1, (3.3)
so that from summation formula [2, p. 236, II. 4], namely
1Φ0
(
q−n;−;q,z)= (zq−n;q)n, (3.4)
we have
Ai(mi,1) = (z q−mi ;q)mi . (3.5)
Using the above relations (3.3) and (3.5), result (2.2) leads to
∞
∑
m1,...,mr=0
∆(m1, . . . ,mr)
r
∏
i=1
{
(z q−mi ;q)mi x
mi
i
(q;q)mi
}
=
∞
∑
m1,k1,...,mr,kr=0
∆(m1+ k1, . . . ,mr + kr)
r
∏
i=1
{
(−1)ki q−ki(ki+1)/2−miki zki xmi+kii
(q;q)ki (q;q)mi
}
.
(3.6)
On setting r = 1 and
∆(m1) =
(α1;q)m1 . . .(αp;q)m1
(β1;q)m1 . . .(βs;q)m1
, (3.7)
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the relation (3.6), after replacing x1 by x and in view of the definitions (1.5) and
(1.6) leads to the following transformation formula:
p+1Φs
[
(αp), q/z ;q,−zx
(βs) ;q−1
]
=Φp:0;0s:0;0
[
(αp) : − ; − ; q,x,−zx/q
(βs) : − ; − ; 0,−1,−1
]
,
(3.8)
where (αp) denotes a sequence of p parameters α1,α2, . . . ,αp.
(ii) Again, if we put ni = 1 and
Bi(mi,ki,q) =
(ai;q)ki (bi;q)ki q
ki
(ci;q)ki (q1−miaibi/ci;q)ki (q;q)ki
, (3.9)
then on making use of q-Pfaff-Saalschu¨tz summation theorem [2, p. 237, II.
12], namely
3Φ2
 a,b,q−n ; q,q
c,abc−1q1−n ;
= (c/a,c/b;q)n
(c,c/ab;q)n
, (3.10)
we obtain
Ai(mi,1) =
(ci/ai;q)mi (ci/bi;q)mi
(ci;q)mi (ci/aibi;q)mi
. (3.11)
Using the above relations (3.9) and (3.11), (2.2) leads to
∞
∑
m1,...,mr=0
∆(m1, . . . ,mr)
r
∏
i=1
{
(ci/ai;q)mi (ci/bi;q)mi x
mi
i
(ci;q)mi (ci/aibi;q)mi (q;q)mi
}
=
∞
∑
m1,k1,...,mr,kr=0
∆(m1+ k1, . . . ,mr + kr)
r
∏
i=1
{
(−1)ki q−ki(ki+1)/2−miki qki (ai;q)ki (bi;q)ki xmi+kii
(ci;q)ki (q1−mi−kiaibi/ci;q)ki (q;q)ki (q;q)mi
}
. (3.12)
On setting r = 1 and
∆(m1) =
(α1;q)m1 · · ·(αp;q)m1
(β1;q)m1 · · ·(βs;q)m1
{
(−1)m1qm1(m1−1)/2
}(1+s−p)
, (3.13)
the relation (3.12), after replacing x1 by x, and in light of the definitions (1.4)
and (1.6), leads to the following transformation:
p+2Φs+2
 α1, . . . ,αp,c1/a1,c1/b1 ;q,x
β1, . . . ,βs,c1,c1/a1b1 ;
=
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Φp :1;2s+1:0;1
[
(αp) : c1a1b1 ;a1,b1; q,(−1)1+s−p x,(−1)1+s−p
c1x
a1b1
(βs),c1/a1b1 : −− ; c1 ; 1+ s− p,1+ s− p,1+ s− p
]
.
(3.14)
(iii) Finally, if we put ni = 1 and
Bi(mi,ki,q) =
(qαi+1;q)mi (tiq
mi)ki qki(ki−1)/2
(q;q)mi (qαi+1;q)ki (q;q)ki
, (3.15)
then from (2.1), we get
Ai(mi,1) = L
(α)
mi (ti;q), (3.16)
where L(α)n (x;q) denotes the q-Laguerre polynomials cf. [5, p. 102, eqn. (3.1)]
given by
L(α)n (x;q) =
(qα+1;q)n
(q;q)n
1Φ1
 q−n ;q,−x qn
qα+1 ;
 . (3.17)
On using the above relations (3.15) and (3.16), in the main theorem, we obtain
∞
∑
m1,...,mr=0
∆(m1, . . . ,mr)
r
∏
i=1
{
L(α)mi (ti;q)
xmii
(q;q)mi
}
=
∞
∑
m1,k1,...,mr,kr=0
∆(m1+ k1, . . . ,mr + kr)
r
∏
i=1
{
(qαi+1;q)mi+ki(−1)ki (ti qki−1)ki xmi+kii
(q;q)mi+ki(qαi+1;q)ki(q;q)ki (q;q)mi
}
,
(3.18)
which represents a transformation formula involving the product of the q-
Laguerre polynomials.
We conclude with the remark that, the results deduced above are significant
and can lead to yield numerous other transformation, generating and reduction
(or summation) formulae involving various q-special functions and orthogo-
nal q-polynomials by the suitable specializations of arbitrary sequences in the
theorems. More importantly, as shown in the derivation of (3.18), on suitable
specialization of the arbitrary sequences in the main theorem, one can deduce
transformation formulae involving various orthogonal q-polynomials like the q-
Hermite polynomials, the little q-Jacobi polynomials, the Wall polynomials, the
q-Konhauser polynomials and several others.
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